Delicious Preservation



Duck Confit
A technique originating in the south west of France. Confit originated in the Aquitaine
region of the
country. The
process of confit is
centuries old and
has made a name
for itself in the
Culinary world of
today. Its most
popular use is the
duck confit or confit
de canard That's
used in the dish
called cassoulet.
Traditionally
the whole of the
duck is used in this
preparation.
Families in the past
would use each
piece of the duck for
different preparations. The neck for example would have been used for soups.
I have come accustomed to just using the legs. This is primarily due to the fact that a
medium rare duck breast is one of my favorite things. Which means in order to prepare this
particular recipe you will need about 4 duck legs. The best way to go about getting these is with
a shotgun and a duck blind, maybe a bird dog too! That said I understand that's not the easiest
way. If you aren't a hunter you can often get whole ducks at the supermarket. Most of the time
they are frozen. You will have to thaw the duck and remove the legs from the body. This is not a
hard process.
Cut down between the leg and the body until the leg begins to pull away. Once you get
deep enough you should be able to open the leg wide and and you will see the bone and maybe
even the joint. At that point continue push the leg away from the body, opening it like a book.
Eventually the joint will pop through and separate from the body. You need only cut the leg
away from the flesh and skin at this point.
Understanding how to break down an animal is such an important skill as well but will not
be discussed in this particular chapter.
Beyond the 4 duck legs you will also need a
healthy rendering of duck fat. I often use the
remainder of the body to procure this. You can
also buy small tubs of duck fat from speciality

retailers. I think it's easier to take the duck bodies and slow roast them in the oven until all the
fat has rendered off. The benefit here is you get two breasts to eat and a carcass for stock.
I like to liberally salt my duck legs over night. This is the classic method and aides in
preservation. This method is both about flavor and preservation.

Rosemary has so many
appealing qualities when it comes to
health not to mention it's a
powerhouse of aroma and flavor.
Break some of the leaves up over top
of your legs as well.

After the legs have salted at least
over night warm your duck fat. The key to
this dish is to cover the legs in the duck fat
and cook them slow in a 250 degree oven.

Utilize a vessel that is deep and will allow
the coverage necessary.
Cook these legs in their own fat for around 4-6 hours, covered. You are looking to render
more fat from the legs and cook the meat till it becomes delicate and tender. Once these legs
are completed pull them from the oven and leave them in the fat. A good tell is to see the skin
and meat pull away from the drumstick bone.

Never take the legs out of the fat. Unless you are simply transferring duck and fat to a
different storage vessel. This will be your environment for presentation. The moment you
introduce new bacteria to the legs you are limiting your long term storage. Don't touch them with
your hands and make sure your new vessel is well
cleaned.
Upon storage the fat will harden over your meat.
This protective layer will keep oxygen away from your
food. It will starve any bacteria of the necessary air it
needs to proliferate. Thus, you will have meat that can
store for up to a month.

For this picture II left some of the duck showing so you could understand the protection
that the fat provides. You will want to cover the legs completely in the real preparation. That
said, this preparation should not be relegated to the duck alone. In fact classically it would have
been used on goose and pork as well. I have used it on lamb shanks in my own cooking and
that is something very special.
Remember to take time with confit. If you pump the heat up to 400 degrees in an effort to
make this process happen faster you will essentially be deep fat frying and this is not the goal of
the confit. You should go no higher than 250 degrees and I have cooked confit at 200 degrees
and found myself in a pool of delicious tender duck meat. The lower and slower the better.
As far as shelf life goes I have seen this stuff last over a month if the fat cap is not
disturbed. In other words if you leave the confit encapsulated in its fatty prison it will not be
affected by the outside air. I have read stories of confit buried in earthenware pots over the
winter and dug up in times of need. I have never practiced this but I definitely would give it a
taste.

